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INTRODUCTION
This application note provides information about using

the MC6809 processor to form a Talker/Listener IEEE-488
System. An overview of a data transfer operation, the
General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB), and some direct
memory access techniques are given for review purposes
prior to the actual system implementation.

The Talker/Listener device consists of an MC6809 pro-
cessor, an MC68488 general purpose interface adapter
device, and an MC6844 direct memory access controller.
Hardware and software considerations are discussed. The
listing of an example program is also given.

DATA TRANSFER OVERVIEW
The standard method of transferring data between

memory and a peripheral device is to have the transfer con-
trolled by a processor. To perform this transfer, the pro-
cessor initiates a read instruction which places the data byte
in the accumulator of the processor followed by a write in-
struction completing the transfer. The generalized sequence
needed to transfer a data byte between a peripheral device
and memory is as follows:

I. The peripheral device alerts the processor when a data
byte is to be transferred. The processor recognizes this
through either an interrupt sequence or a polling pro-
cedure.

2. The processor executes a load instruction to read the
data from the peripheral device and loads it into an ac-
cumulator, which is used as a temporary holding
register.

3. The processor executes a store instruction to write the
data from the accumulator into the appropriate
memory location.

This sequence shows that at least two software instructions
(load and store) are required for each data transfer and that
additional software is required to recognize when it is time to
transfer each data byte.

In an interrupt driven system, the processor also needs to
recognize the interrupt lequest, complete the current instruc-
tion, stack the appropriate internal registers, and enter an in-
terrupt handler routine to determine what course of action is
necessary concerning the interrupt.

The MC6809 allows three different types of interrupts, in-
terrupt request (IRQ), fast interrupt request (FIRQ), and
non-mask able interrupt (NMI). The entire machine state is
saved for IRQ and NMI. This can take up to 20 E clock
pulses. The FIRQ is a faster responding interrupt in that only
the contents of the condition code register and the program
counter are saved. This can take up to 12 E clock pulses. If
any other internal registers need to be saved when using
FIRQ, they need to be saved via software.



actions to be taken within the devices. The word controller
does not refer to a processor on the instrument side of the
GPIB.

The controller alters activity on the bus by sending inter-
face messages. The active controller is the only device
capable of sending interface messages. It does this in one of
two ways:

1. Uniline Messages - The controller can send a message
over anyone of the five general interface management
lines.

2. Multiline Messages - The controller can send a
message over the eight data bus lines. It does this by
asserting the attention (ATN) general interface
management line signifying to all devices on the bus
that the eight bus lines contain a multiline message
rather than data.

These messages are interface commands which do not in-
teract directly with the measurement process of an instru-
ment. They interact only with the interface logic within con-
nected devices. The primary purpose of these messages is to
carry out the proper protocol in setting up, maintaining, and
terminating an orderly flow of device dependent messages.
(Device dependent messages refer to the information being
sent by the addressed talker device to the addressed listener
devices and not the messages used to control the interface.)
The multiline and uniline messages are used to address
devices to be talkers or listeners, to tell a device to ignore or
not ignore front panel settings, to inquire about any prob-
lems the device has, to reset the interface circuitry, to begin
making a measurement, etc.

Addresses are assigned to each device so it can respond to
addressed commands. Using this address, the controller can
pick out a .;pecific device and instruct it to be either a talker
or listener. The controller does not assign addresses; this
must come from some external means such as a set of switch-
es attached to the device or a subroutine resident in the soft-
ware controlling the device. The address is placed in the
GPIB interface for the device during an initialization se-
quence. Once resident in the interface circuitry, the device
can respond to addressed commands. The address is a IS-bit
digital number that allows the controller to talk to a par-
ticular device.

A talker sends a data byte over the GPIB to a listener or
listeners using an asynchronous three-wire handshake. The
transfer begins when the talker asserts data available (DAV)
and is completed when the slowest listener accepts the data
byte by asserting data accepted (DAC). The third handshake
line, ready for data (RFD), is used to let the talker know that
the listeners are ready for data. There are actually four states
in a data transfer.

1. The talker generates a new byte.
2. The states of the data bus signal lines settle.
3. The listeners accept the data.
4. The listeners become ready for the next byte.
Since there can be many listeners (maximum of 14; 14

listeners plus one talker for 15 devices maximum), it is possi-

ble to have some that respond very quickly (e.g., a disk) and
some that respond slowly (e.g., a teletype) to the same data
byte. In this case, the overall speed of transmission over the
bus is governed by, and cannot exceed the response rate of
the slowest active listener.

The following example is given to demonstrate the com-
mand structure of the GPIB bus and how this relates to the
internal processor system of a device. In this example, a
device assigned a GPIB address of 3 is to send a block of data
using DMA to a device assigned a GPIB address of 1. One
procedure for establishing this link is as follows:

1. Once connected to the system (other devices may also
be connected to this system), the power to each device
is turned on. The unique GPIB address for each device
is placed in its respective general purpose interface
adapter(MC68488) during a power-on initialization se-
quence by the processor along with other appropriate
initialization procedures.

2. The GPIB controller takes control of the bus by asser-
ting ATN and, with the appropriate interface com-
mands, clears all devices on the bus. Remember that
the GPIB controller only talks to the general purpose
interface adapter (MC68488) and not directly to the
device processor. It is up to the MC68488 to alert the
processor through either a polling or an interrupt
routine when the processor needs to take action.

3. The GPIB controller makes device 3 a listener and
sends it information concerning the upcoming DMA
block transfer. The MC68488 interprets these bytes as
data and flags the processor on a per byte basis. The
processor software interprets these data bytes as device
dependent messages. These messages provide informa-
tion such as the precise data to be sent, the format of
the data, mode of processor transfer - DMA or non-
DMA, etc.

4. The GPIB controller clears device 3 and makes
device 1 a listener. Step 3 is repeated to device 1;
however, in this case the information pertains to device
1 as the recipient of the block of data.

5. The GPIB controller leaves device 1 in the listen mode
and assigns device 3 to be a talker. The GPIB con-
troller now releases control of the GPIB, by negating
ATN allowing the data transfer to take place.

6. The talker now sends the data in a byte-per-byte se-
quence to the listener. Each byte is accepted by the
listener according to the asynchronous handshake.

7. When the last byte is sent, the talker alerts both the
listeners and the controller that the nex~e is the last
byte of the data block by asserting the EOI general in-
terface management line. The end of a data string can
also be indicated by a special sequence of data
characters (e.g., carriage return followed by line feed)
which are interpreted in software.

8. The GPIB controller can now reconfigure the bus for
the next data transfer.



DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS MODES OF OPERATION
The MC6844 (DMAC) is capable of three modes of DMA

transfer, they are: three-state cycle steal, halt cycle steal, and
halt burst. Only the halt burst and three-state cycle steal
modes were considered for this system controller since the
MC6809 can handle these modes efficiently. The
characteristics of these modes are:

Halt Burst Mode - In this mode, the processor is
halted and removed from the bus (the appropriate out-
put lines placed in the high-impedance state) while a
block of data is transferred between memory and the
GPIB. The DMAC manages the control lines (e.g.,
R/W, address lines, etc.) and keeps track of how many
bytes have been transferred, returning control to the
processor when the last byte has been sent. Therefore,
if the DMAC has been programmed for a 16K byte
transfer, the processor is removed from the bus at the
beginning of the transfer and is not brought back on
the bus until all 16K bytes have been transferred. This
mode of operation provides the direct memory access
system with the highest data transfer rate capability;
however, even though the DMAC can operate at this
high data transfer rate, the actual transfer rate cannot
exceed the rate at which the GPIA can issue request.

The main advantage of the halt burst mode is the
high data transfer capabilities. The main disadvantage
is that the processor is halted during the entire
transfer.

Three-State Cycle Steal - In this mode, the pro-
cessor is neither halted nor removed from the bus for
any extended length of time. Rather, the operations of
the processor are temporarily suspended and the pro-
cessor removed from the bus (the appropriate output
lines are placed in the high-impedance state) while the
DMAC transfers one byte of data. At the end of this
transfer, control is given back to the processor. If a
block of data is being transferred, the processor is
placed back on the bus between each transfer for at
least one processor clock cycle. This method of direct
memory access operation is slower than the halt burst
mode, but does not cause the processor to relinquish
control of the bus for long periods of time.

The MC68488 GPIA cannot issue direct memory access
transfer requests at a high enough rate to take advantage of
the high data transfer rate capabilities of the halt burst mode.
This is due to the inherent functionality of the GPIA and the
IEEE-488 bus. The GPIA must acknowledge each data byte
on the bus before it can issue the next transfer request. This
can take up to seven processor clock cycles. In addition, the
data on the GPIB is transferred in an asynchronous fashion
and cannot be transferred at a rate faster than it can be ac-
cepted by the slowest listening device. In many applications
the data rate on the bus can be very slow; and as a result, the
transfer requests being issued to the DMAC for the device in
question could be occurring at a rate considerably slower
than one every seven processor clock cycles. Ifthe halt burst

mode were used, the MC6809 would be inactive during the
non-DMA time that the DMAC is waiting for a transfer re-
quest from the GPIA. To take advantage of the non-DMA
time and allow the MC6809 to do processing during this
time, the three-state cycle steal mode of operation was
chosen. Now the processor can be brought back on the bus to
perform tasks in between DMA transfers.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The DMA system given in this application is essentially

divided into seven major circuits as shown in Figure 2. The
following paragraphs provide a brief description of each of
these circuits. A description of how these circuits are inter-
connected as a working system is also provided.

MC6809 MICROPROCESSOR - The MC6809 is an ad-
vanced member of the MC6800 microprocessor family. It has
special DMA capabilities that allow highly efficient DMA
data transfers. During non-DMA conditions, the MC6809
continues to operate the system. The MC6809 initializes the
other circuits in the system (e.g., MC6844, MC68488, and
the display). At other times, it can be used to execute special
purpose programs.

MC6844 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS CON-
TROLLER - The MC6844 requests control of the bus from
the MC6809 and issues the appropriate commands (via the
R/W line, grant line, and address lines) to perform data
transfers. The direct memory access controller never actually
receives the data, it directs the flow of the data from one
place to the other at the correct time and in the required
direction. After the transfer is complete, the MC6844 returns
control to the MC6809.

MC68488 GENERAL PURPOSE INTERFACE
ADAPTER - The MC68488 provides the interface between
the IEEE-488 bus and a processor controlled system. After
initialization, the GPIB system controller places the
MC68488 in either a talk mode when it is to send data or in a
listen mode if it is to receive data.

SYNCHRONIZA nON CIRCUITRY - The syn-
chronization circuitry performs two functions: 1) It syn-
chronizes the DMA request signal from the DMAC with the
quadrature -(Q)signal from the MC6809 by ensuring that the
DMA request is not presented to the MC6809 DMAIBREQ
input during the last quarter cycle of the E signal. 2) The end
or identify (EOI) line on the general purpose interface byte is
used by a talker to indicate to the listeners that the next data
byte received is the last byte of a block. In this system, this
line is applied to the synchronization circuitry to disable
DMA transfer requests to the MC6809. The Eminput to the
synchronization circuitry is used only when DMA transfers
are being made from the GPIA to memory.
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DISPLAY SYSTEM - The display system provides a
visual indication of: how many blocks of data have been
transferred, whether the device is a talker or a listener, and
whether the device is in a local or remote state.

DEVICE ADDRESS SWITCHES - This set of toggle
switches is isolated from the data bus by buffers. They are
used to select the device address for the GPIB, Le., the ad-
dress that the GPIB controller uses when sending addressed
commands. These switches are manually set to the desired
address. The MC6809 initialization program reads the ad-
dress by enabling the buffers and places it in the MC68488.

OPERATION
This system allows bidirectional data transfers in either a

non-DMA mode or a three-state cycle steal DMA mode.

The software is a simplified test program which
demonstrates the DMA capability of the system and is not in-
tended as a general purpose application program. The test
program only allows data transfers in the DMA mode. After
the initialization sequence, the MC6809 simply monitors the
GPIA for the direction of data transfer. The DMAC is not
initialized during the system initialization sequence. The soft-
ware initializes the display and GPIA and then enters a
monitor loop leaving the DMAC disabled. When the direc-
tion of transfer is established, the MC6809 branches to a
routine that initializes the DMAC accordingly. For system
simplicity, the characteristics of the transfer (e.g., number of
bytes to be transferred and beginning memory address) are
constants in the DMAC initialization routine. The only
variable is direction and this is determined by monitoring the
address status register of the GPIA.



The DMAC is not initialized until the direction of transfer
has been established by the GPIB controller. The controller
does this by sending either my talk address (MTA) or my
listen address (MLA). When the GPIA receives either an
MTA or MLA, it sets the appropriate talker active state
(TACS) or the listener active state (LACS) status bit in the
address status register. The MC6809 polls the address status
register for status information and initializes the DMAC to
transfer data from memory to GPIA if the TACS bit is set
and from GPIA to memory if the LACS bit is set.

INITIALIZA nON SEQUENCE - A power-on reset
places the display system, DMAC, and GPIA in a reset state.
During the initialization routine shown in Figure 3, the
display system and GPIA are initialized.

Clear Listener/Talker
Memory Buffer

To Monitor Loop
(or Program Sequence)

Figure 3. Initialization Routine Flow Cbart

The display system has an MC6821 peripheral interface
adapter (PIA) which drives two seven-segment displays and
three indicator lights. During initialization, the PIA lines
that control the seven-segment displays are programmed as
outputs and set to zero causing the displays to read a $00. In
addition, the lines that control the indicatpr lights are pro-
grammed as outputs and set to zero keeping the indicator
light off.

The GPIA is initialized next. The first step is for the
MC6809 to read the address selected by the address switches
and place this value in the GPIA address register (R4W).
This is the value that the GPIB system controller will use to
send addressed commands to this device. The next step is to
remove the GPIA software reset by writing a $00 to the aux-
iliary command register (R3W). Until the software reset is
removed (bit 7 of R3W written to zero), the only register in
the GPIA that can be accessed is the address register. After
R3W is written with $00, the MC6809 programs the address
mode register (R2W) with a $80. This deselects certain status
bits in the interrupt and command status registers from being
set. The GPIA ignores any conditions on the GPIB that

cause the GET status bit in the interrupt status register to be
set and also any conditions that prevent the UACG, UUCG,
and DCAS status bits in the command status register from
being set. The interrupt mask register is then set up to enable
interrupt capability on certain conditions. The interrupt
mask register is programmed with $86. This allows interrupts
to occur if the END status bit is set or the CMD status bit is
set. A summary of interrupt and command status registers is
given in Figure 4.

Since bit 7, R2W was set during initialization, the only bits
in the command status reigster that can cause the CMD
status bit to be set are remote local change (RLC) or serial
poll active state (SPAS). The RLC status bit is used to deter-
mine the state of the remove local indicator light. The serial
poll active state feature is not used in this system, and if this
bit gets set and causes an interrupt, the system software goes
to a trap routine and displays $E4 on the display.

MONITORING SEQUENCE - After the initialization
sequence, the MC6809 software enters the monitor loop
shown in Figure 5. The primary purpose of this routine is to
set the indicator lights to indicate how the GPIA has been ad-
dressed (talk or listen) and initialize DMAC. The first pro-
cedure that is executed in the monitor loop is a reset and set
of the GPIA interrupt mask register. Since the GPIA inter-
rupt structure is edge sensitive to the setting of its status bits,
the reset/set sequence of the interrupt mask register ensures
that if a second interrupt bit gets set while a prior one is still
set, this second interrupt is not missed. Now the address
status register (R2R) of the GPIA is monitored. If the LACS
bit is set, the listen status indicator is turned on and the
DMAC initialized to transfer data from the GPIA to
memory. If the TACS bit is set, the talker indicator light is
turned on and the talker memory buffer is loaded with
"dummy" values for the example test transfer. The DMAC
is now initialized to transfer data from memory to GPIA.

After the direction of DMA transfer is established and the
DMA controller initialized, the program enters the wait loop
shown in Figure 6. The system enters this loop and waits for
a DMA transfer request to be issued by the GPIA. The wait
loop is not a necessary part of the system and in many ap-
plications can be replaced by the MC6809 performing some
task. While in the wait loop, the software checks the address
status register for any change in the addressed state. The
following conditions result:

1. If there is not a change in address status of the GPIA,
no action is taken and the program continually cycles
through the wait loop.

2. If the GPIA is unaddressed (e.g., receiving an unlisten
or untalk command), the program turns off the
DMAC and goes to the monitor loop. This unaddress-
ed condition is detected by monitoring the my address
(ma) status bit in the GPIA.

3. If the addressed state changes from talker to listener or
from listener to talker during a DMA block transfer,
the wait loop branches to a trap routine and $El is



This bit is set if any of the other bits in ROR are set
and the mask bits are enabled in ROW. This bit is
used to generate IRQ.

In the Talker mode this bit indicates when a byte can
be written to R7W. When set it will issue a DMA
transfer request. Interrupt for this bit is disabled.

This bit is deselected in this system by bit 7, R2W.
Always in low state. Interrupt is disabled.

This feature is not used in this system. Interrupts
disabled.

When set this bit indicates that either UUCG,
UACG, RLC, SPAS or DCAS are set in command
status register (Rl Rl. Interrupts enabled for this bit.

When set this bit indicates that the EOI management
line is asserted and GPIA is in LACS. Interrupts
enabled for this bit.

In the listener mode this bit indicates the reception
of a data byte from the addressed talker. When set a
DMA request is issued. Interrupt for this bit is disabl-
ed.

This bit is deselected in this system by bit 7, R2W. Is
always low and thus can not cause a CMD interrupt.

Device is in Remote state when REM = 1 and Local
state when REM = O. Any change in this bit causes
RLC bit to be set.

This bit reports the LOCK state for the
Remote/Local feature. This bit is not used in this
system.

RLC bit reports a change in REM bit and causes a
CMD interrupt.

This bit is set if GPIB control places device in Serial
Poll Active State. If set CMD interrupt occurs and
software enters a Trap routine.

These bits are deselected in this system by bit 7,
R2W, are always low and thus do not cause a CMD
interrupt.



Set up DMAC to Receive

1. Address Register
2. Byte Count Register
3. Channel Control Register
4. Interrupt Control Register
5. Priority Control Register

(must be done last)

Reset and Set GPIA
IRQ Mask

Set Up Data
To Be Transferred

Initialize DMAC to Send

1. Address Register
2. Byte Count Register
3. Channel Control Register
4. Interrupt Control Register
5. Priority Control Register

(must be done last)



Read Address Status
Register (R2R) in GPIA

Go To Code
Routine

displayed. Should this type of change occur, an error
condition is trapped by the software and no additional
block transfers are allowed to occur. The system pro-
gram must be restarted.

Any change in the address status requires intervention by
the GPIB system controller. This does not occur during most
block transfers. It is possible, however, for the controller to
take over the bus synchronously and untalk/unlisten the
devices (condition 2 above). This might occur in response to
a service request from some device in the system. Most likely,
condition 3 will never occur (changing the talker/listener
state immediately to the listener/talker state during a block
transfer). If this does occur, the software enters a trap
routine and SEl is displayed.

LISTENER TRANSFER SEQUENCE - When the
GPIA enters the listener active state, the LACS bit in the ad-

dress status register is set. The MC6809 software monitors
this register and as soon as it finds the LACS bit set, the
DMAC is enabled. The byte count register is loaded with a
number larger than the actual number of bytes to be transfer-
red during DMAC initialization. Rather than having the byte
count register decrement to zero to end the block transfer,
the talker asserts the end or identify (EOI) management line
to end the transfer. Asserting EOI causes the GPIA to
generate an interrupt as an end of block transfer indication
and prepare to receive the final byte via software as shown in
Figure 7.

After the DMAC is initialized, the software will enter the
wait loop. When the GPIA receives a data byte it issues a
transfer request to the DMAC. The DMAC, in turn, issues a
transfer request (DRQT) to the synchronization circuitry. It
synchronizes this request with the Q clock from the MC6809
and issues a.DMA/BREQ to the MC6809 during the Q high



time. The low input on the MC6809 DMA/BREQ pin stops
instruction execution at the end of the current cycle (E
pulse). The processor address and data lines go to a high-
impedance state and the BA and BS output lines go to a I to
indicate that the present cycle is the dead cycle used to
transfer control to the DMAC. The BA and BS outputs are
ANDed to become a DMA grant input to the DMAC. Once
the DMAC has bus control, it issues a DMA grant to the
GPIA. During the E pulse, while DMA grant to the GPIA is
high, the data is actually transferred. The GPIA releases the
transfer request line to the DMAC. The DMAC releases the
DMA/BREQ input to the MC6809 and, after one dead cycle,
the MC6809 removes the high-impedance state from the ad-
dress and data lines and takes control of the bus. The pro-
cessor is free to perform other tasks. The transfer uses three
E pulses (one pulse for the transfer and one dead cycle before
and after the transfer). Each data byte is transferred using
this same procedure.

Enter Via GPIA END
Status Bit Interrupt

Load DMAC
Address Register

Into Index Register

Read GPIA Data-
In Register (R7R)

Store At Address
Pointed to by
Index Register

Figure 7. Receive Last Byte Routine Flow Chart

Prior to receiving the last byte of data, the GPIB talker
drives the EOI line low. The EOI line is an input to the syn-
chronization circuitry and, when asserted, prevents a DMA
request from the DMAC to the MC6809 from being issued.
This ensures that the MC6809 does not release control of the
bus to the DMAC for the last byte transfer. In addition, the
EOI line causes the END status bit in the GPIA to be set
which in turn sends an interrupt to the MC6809. When the
MC6809 software detects the END status bit set, it branches
to a special routine, and the last byte is transferred to
mem,ory via processor software. The last byte is transferred
by software since the processor must be used to read the

status of the MC68488 for the occurrence of an EOI. The
software also disables the DMAC. The software returns to
the monitor loop when the last byte is in memory. Reception
of this last byte causes the GPIB talker to release the EOI
line.

TALKER TRANSFER SEQUENCE - The GPIB system
controller instructs a device to send data by sending its talk
address (MTA). When the MC68488 is made a talker, it
moves into the talker active state and the TACS bit in the ad-
dress status register is set. If set, the MC6809 initializes the
DMAC to transfer data from memory to GPIA. The DMAC
byte count register is loaded with the number N-I, where N is
the number of bytes to be transferred. A DMA transfer is
used for N-I bytes. The last byte (N) is sent to the GPIA via
MC6809 software. The last byte is sent this way because just
prior to sending the last byte the MC6809 must set the forced
end or identify (feoi) bit in the auxiliary command register of
the GPIA. This causes the EOI management line to go low
and alert the listener(s) that the next byte is the last byte of
the block. Figure 8 is a flowchart of the send last byte
routine.

Enter Via
DMA Interrupt

Set feoi in GPIA.
This Asserts the EOI

GPIB Management Line

Send Last Byte to
GPIA Data-Out
Register (R7W)



As soon as the MC68488 enters the talker active state, a
transfer request is issued indicating that the MC68488 is an
active talker and the output buffer is empty. Each time the
byte written to the GPIA output buffer is accepted by the
listener(s) on the bus, another transfer request is issued. The
transfer request handshake sequence between the MC68488,
MC6844, and MC6809 is the same in the talker mode as it is
for the listener mode.

INTERRUPT HANDLING - There are two sources of
interrupts, the DMAC and the GPIA. When an interrupt oc-
curs, the software checks to see if the DMAC caused the in-
terrupt, as shown in Figure 9. The DMAC only generates an
interrupt when the byte count register decrements to O.Recall
that, in the listener mode, the byte count register is program-
med with a hex number larger than the number of bytes to be
transferred. In the talker mode, the byte count register is pro-
grammed with N-I, where N is the number of bytes to be
transferred. Therefore, the only time the DMAC can
generate an interrupt in this system is when the GPIA is in
the talker mode and is ready to transfer the last data byte
from memory to GPIA.

If a DMAC interrupt occurs, the software checks the R/W
bit in the DMAC channel control register. If this bit is not
set, the DMAC is programmed to transfer data from GPIA
to memory indicating that the GPIA is programmed to be a
listener. In this instance, the byte count register was initializ-
ed with a number too small for the block size being transfer-
red. The system enters a trap routine and $E2 is displayed. If
the R/W bit is set, the system is in a talker mode and it is time
to send the last byte of the block. The software enters the
send last byte routine.

If a DMAC interrupt did not occur, then the GPIA is
checked. If the GPIA INT status bit is not set, then one of
two conditions has occurred. Either an extraneous interrupt
was produced by another device such as a PIA or the GPIA
has produced a "ghost interrupt." Ghost interrupts can oc-
cur in this system if the GPIB controller performs an illegal
sequence of events or if the GPIA is placed in the serial poll
active state (SPAS) and then removed from this state before
the MC6809 interrupt software can check the GPIA status.
Should any of these conditions occur, the software enters the
trap routine and $E3 is displayed.

If the GPIA caused the interrupt, the software first checks
the CMD bit in the interrupt status register. If the END bit is
not set, the GPIA interrupt occurred from some other source
in the interrupt status register. This implies that the interrupt
mask register was incorrectly initialized and $E3 is displayed
and the program trapped. If the END bit is set, then the last
byte of the block is to follow. The program turns off the
DMAC and then begins monitoring the BI bit in the interrupt
register for the occurrence of the last byte.

If the GPIA caused the interrupt and the CMD bit was set,
the software checks the command status register. All the bits
in the command status register except the RLC and SPAS
bits have been deselected in the initialization sequence.
Therefore, the software only needs to check the RLC bit and,
if it is not set, can assume that the interrupt was caused by

SPAS. Since the SPAS feature of the GPIB is not used in this
system, .this occurrence causes the software to enter a trap
routine. If the RLC bit was set, then the software checks the
REM bit to see if the device is in local or remote and operates
the remote/local indicator light accordingly.

DAT A RATE - The data rate in this type of system is a
function of the response of the device being communicated
with. During the testing of this operation, a Hewlett Packard
GPIB Emulator which has a TTL response rate was used
(negligible when compared with the 6809/6844/68488
system). Because of this, the data rates for the system in this
application are primarily a function of the 6809/6844/68488
system and any increase from combining the response rates
for devices on both sides of the communications link can be
considered negligible. The data rate differs slightly depen-
ding on whether the GPIA is a talker or a listener. This time
difference is a result of the GPIA itself. The data rate as a
listener is measured from the time the GPIA made the ready
for data (RFD) line true for one transfer to the time RFD is
made true for the next transfer. This time is II E-clock cycles
which results in, for a one megabyte E clock, a transfer rate
of 99K bytes per second.

The data rate as a talker is measured from the time the
GPIA made DAV true for one transfer to the time DAVis
made true for the next transfer. This time is eight E-clock
cycles and results in a transfer rate of 125Kbytes per second.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
The system hardware is designed to maximize the efficien-

cy of DMA transfers and to provide an orderly processor bus
control exchange between the processor and the DMAC. As
mentioned earlier, there are two handshake sequences for
each DMA transfer. The handshake between the peripheral
device and the DMAC is to request and grant a DMA
transfer. The handshake between the processor and DMAC
is to exchange control of the processor bus. This control ex-
change must occur in an orderly fashion to eliminate bus
contention. System clock cycles called "dead cycles" are pro-
vided before and after the actual DMA transfer cycle. It is
during these dead cycles that the device in control of the pro-
cessor bus releases control and goes into a high-impedance
state and the other device assumes control by coming out of a
high-impedance state. As shown in Figure 10, the timing is
designed so that each exchange occurs in one cycle to max-
imize system efficiency and yet prevent both devices from
trying to be in control of the processor bus at the same time.
There is a time during each dead cycle where both the pro-
cessor and DMAC are off the bus and the processor bus and
control lines are in the high-impedance state. To prevent a
spurious write or read during this time, a signal called
DMA VMA is generated which disables the chip select of all
peripheral devices.

To ensure that the entire post dead cycle has a DMA VMA,
a signal called first quarter (FQ) is used to provide DMA V-
MA for the first quarter of every MC6809 E clock period.
Since the first quarter is not used by peripheral devices, this
operation' does not pose any system problems.
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During data chaining operations on the DMAC, an extra
post dead cycle occurs during the data chain process itself.
The DMA VMA signal is not generated for this extra dead cy-
cle. To prevent spurious read/write operations, the DMA re-
quest line from the MC68488 is input to the synchronization
circuitry. This allows the MC6809 to take control of the pro-
cessor during the extra data chaining dead cycle.

To immediately begin a DMA transfer sequence, the
MC6844 must have a request at the TxRQ input within 120
nanoseconds of the rising edge of E in the cycle just before
the pre-DMA dead cycle. Otherwise, the DMA transfer se-
quence will occur one cycle late. This does not affect pro-
cessor efficiency but slows the response time to the peripheral
requesting attention. The MC68488 issues its request to the
MC6844 within this time, as well as synchronously with
respect to E. Figure 11 is a timing diagram for the system
showing the relationship between MC6809, MC6844, and
MC68488 request and grant signals.

The GPIA provides the necessary handshake lines to allow
it to be used in a DMA mode. These control lines (DMA
Grant and DMA Request) are used to control the transfer of
data bytes to and from memory with the aid of a DMAC.
The DMA control lines as well as the specialized operation of
the RI\V line and register select lines (RSO, RS1, RS2) in this
mode allow a DMAC such as the MC6844 to connect directly
to the GPIA without any additional gating circuitry. A DMA
request automatically causes the GPIA to select register 7, in-
vert R/W, and proceed with the data transfer when a DMA
Grant occurs. Therefore, no RlW inverters or data bus
drivers are needed.

SYNCHRONIZATION CIRCUITRY - The syn-
chronization circuitry is shown in Figure 12. During a
transfer the gating of EOI and DQRT prevents the data
transfer request ~ the DMAC) from being applied to the
processor when EOI is asserted. With no transfer request ap-

plied to the MC6809 it resumes a normal operation. In
parallel with the assertion of EOI, the MC68488 has issued
an interrupt request (IRQ) to the MC6809 to service a last
byte condition signified by the presence of EO!. The MC6809
selects register 7 and moves the last byte of data itself. Now
the system software will turn off the DMAC and enter the
monitor loop. This method of detecting the last byte is used
because the processor may not know the message length. The
EOI indication provides more versatility for sensing the last
byte of a block of data and is readily available on the GPIB
as an option for instruments and controllers. In addition, the
TxRQ input removes the DMAC from the bus and puts the
MC6809 on the bus during the second post-DMA dead cycle
that occurs during data chaining operations.

With the system in a typical transfer mode, the transfer re-
quest signal DRQT is gated to the synchronization
circuitry. The purpose of the circuitry at this time is to delay
the transfer request until the next high Q. Thus, not only
should the signal be clocked through on positive edges of Q,
but it should also be allowed to appear directly at the
DMAIBREQ input of the MC6809 when Q is high.
Therefore, the flip-flop latches on positive edges and, during
the positive half of Q, passes the signal directly to the
MC6809. This enables the system to work both in its present
format as well as with other peripherals which may signal
their transfer requests later in time.

TIMING DESCRIPTION - This description assumes in-
itialization of peripherals and controllers and a typical
character transfer to/from memory. Both transfer types are
shown - the byte from memory (talker mode) and a byte to
memory (listener mode). To alleviate any timing losses on the
IEEE-488 bus, a Hewlett Packard GPIB emulator with an
automatic high-speed receiver/transmitter is used as the
"other end" sender/receiver. This TTL device has an inter-
nal delay in both modes of 80 nanoseconds (due to the ready-
ing of new data while the MC68488 receives/talks).
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LISTENER - Refer to Figure 13. With the GPIA in the
listener mode. the ready for data (RFD) handshake line goes
high <D as the GPIA is ready for another byte. One emulator
box delay (80 ns) later. data is valid on the bus G). Approx-
imately two clock cycles later. the GPIA has taken the byte
and RFD goes low.

Three and a half clock cycles later. the GPIA issues a re-
quest to the system using the DMA request line a>. Approx-
imately 300 nanoseconds later. the MC6844 issues DRQT.
The synchronization circuitry passes the request instantly
since Q is high. and the MC6809 receives a DMA/BREQ in-
put. At the beginning of the dead cycle (if the 125 nanosec-
ond lead time on DMA/BREQ was observed). the BA and
BS lines both go high to indicate that the bus is in a high-
impedance state and is available. With the BA and BS signals
ANDed together and sent to the DGRNT input of the
MC6844. the DMAC readies the bus for transfer by output-
ting: the address for the memory store. a write condition on
the R/\V line. and in the next cycle. a TxSTB to the DMA
grant line of the GPIA. As soon as DMA grant is received.
the TxRQ is removed from the MC6844 by the GPIA and.
300 nanoseconds later. DRQT is also brought low. By the
falling edge of E on the DMA cycle. the GPIA has
automatically selected register 7. It has inverted R/W (so that
the "write" of the received data to memory means "read"
from the GPIA). and on the falling edge of E. the data is
latched into memory at the address that the MC6844 has
already supplied. Now that a byte has been taken from
register 7. the GPIA prepares to receives a new byte from the
GPIB. In the post DMA dead cycle. a data accepted (DAC)
signal is put on the bus @. After one (SO ns) emulator box
delay the GPIA gets a "Not Valid" indication on the DAV
line ~. From that time to a new RFD signal ®. the internal
delay time in the GPIA is required to reset all latches and
begin again.

TALKER - The processor bus timing when the GPIA is
in the talker mode is the same as for the listener mode. The
rate that transfer requests are generated by the GPIA is
directly related to how quickly the listener can accept the
data. Figure 14 shows the system timing when the GPIA is
programmed as a talker.

As soon as the data from the last transfer is accepted at the
emulator and a DAC is received <D. the GPIA sends out its
DMA request for a new byte from the MC6844. Three cycles
later when the DMA occurs (». the GPIA begins to move
that data to the GPIB. One and one-half cycles later @. the
GPIA issues DAY; and the emulator issues DAC 80
nanoseconds later. After a response time to "Data Not
Valid" (approximately 2 cycles). the emulator is ready for a
new byte from the GPIA @.

SYSTEM SOFfW ARE
The software shown in this application is not intended to

be a general purpose application program. It is an example
program showing how the MC68488 can be used with the
MC6809 in a DMA system. The memory map for this system
is shown in Figure 15.

TRAP ROUTINE - The software has a trap routine
which displays a code ·onthe system display. Once the system
enters the trap routine. it remains in this routine. If an EX-
ORciser system is used. then the Restart key has to be used to
restart the program at the monitor loop location ($0079). A
list of the display codes are given below.
Code D~rlpUOD

El The LACS/T ACS bit in the GPIA is set. but the
listener/talker software flag bit (PIAIMG) is not set.
This condition could occur uring a DMA block
transfer if the GPIA system controller readdresses
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Memory Function Memory Location

MC68488 Registers $E06O-$E067
MC6844 Registers $E04O-$E056
Display System (PIA Registers) $E070-$E073
Main Program ORG at ooסס$
Receive Memory Buffer $DBOO-$D8FF
Talker Memory Buffer $D800-$DBFF

the GPIA to be a talker when it was a listener or vice
versa.

E2 The DMAC caused the interrupt, but the system was
not programmed to be a talker. Under normal opera-
tions, the DMAC should only interrupt the MC6809
when the system is in the listener mode. If it inter-
rupts when the system is in the .listener mode, then
the count in the DMAC byte count register was ex-

ceeded by the actual number of bytes in the block
received. The byte count register must be initialized
with a larger number or the block of data to be
transferred must be broken up into smaller blocks.

E3 Neither the DMAC nor the GPIA interrupt bits are
set. The interrupt was caused by another device or
the GPIA produced a "ghost interrupt." In this
system the only way the GPIA produces a "ghost in-
terrupt" is if the GPIB system controller places the
GPIA in the serial poll active state (SPAS) and then
removes it from this state before the MC6809 can res-
pond to the interrupt.

E4 The SPAS bit is set. This occurs if the GPIB system
controller sends the serial poll enable command and
then sends the device talk address placing the GPIA
in the serial poll active state.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM LISTING - The following pro-
gram listing is an example program to show how the
MC68488 can be used with the MC6809 in a DMA mode.



PAGE AU GPIA2 .SA:0 CPIAI PAGE 092 GPIA2 .SA: 0 GPIAI

01191 * MC~.'RB (CPIA) 19159A 0199 FB A RENOFF FC~ SFB REN LIGHT OFF "'lA$Y,
90AA2 * (,8r9 - DM" SYSTf'lll IA969A 099A Al A TALK ON FCR SA I TALK LIr.I~T 0"1; /tIlASY.
19993 * B/"/79 99961A 009B FE A TAL~OF FCB $FE TALK tlC';HT OFf MA!l"
99994 * 99962A 009C 02 fA LISTON FeR $02 LtSTF.~ LH~H'i' ON ",,.$K

99A05 * al963A OA90 FO A LISTOF FC~ SFO LIS'ft':N Ur,Hi' OFf' ..••A;:;I<
90196 ".",.. CPIAI 90964A OB0E 63 A SCALF" FCB ~':;3 RlOCK OI<';Plf\Y PRf:;CALF:~
9A9A7 OPT U.F-er ,ARfi 99965A D9AF B6 A MASK FCB S86 CPt" INTEHIlIIP1 "·,·;r
90008A 0000 QHC, C'DP."~ 099~6A oel0 8A 1\ DSEL FCB !:BPo nF:Sr:LF:CTC:; liTAT~.Hi ;ni~
99AA9 * 9 A067
I991R ·THE FOLLOl.JI"C ARf. r;PIA nr.(';IST~n J\T"''"'nrsr 9996BA OAll BA91 A BLOCK nMB I NO. or pnrSCAlF:IlRlnc~s 'rl(~~C'r
e9BII ·LOr.ATtOt-·S 99969A 001?' A001 A CQMP nMR I PRESCA[.r. COUIJ7 co~rAR~
9A012 * 09979A 0013 AB01 A PIAl"'" RMB I IMA(;~ Of' LF:1'" Llr.l-li'C:;
90013 E)lfiil A RnR FOU SF:i'ltir IIJ7~I~HlJl''f Hr.C. 99171 *
99014 E060 A Ri~h F:('lU SE'If.iC I~JT!::nHrJP'r '''Nil: I~~'r- 99072 *
99915 E061 A rUR EOU ~F:(\~l f":n/,>'MA"P'" ST'\T'I~ :l~~"" 90973 ***lNITIALI1.f\TION HOl!T1"'lf,.*
90916 F:Af\2 b, fi2n C011 SF:11"':2 AI"\DPr~~S 5'i',t..T'I~; itf'": 99074 *
90917 E~6' A R2h' E0ll t-F.rt;2 "'O:JRi::SC; MnDF: I~~~('" 00075 *
90918 EO~3 A R31l F.0lJ t;r."li1 {IIIXI I.L,J\.r..y r:nr.HI,AfI:!) rf:-: 9907~A 0r.14 IA 10 A ORCC ISlA OIS,A,BLF: INTrRr.'IP'f~
9001q f;~lfi 3 11. R3W E?U ~E{·t;1 A'IXILUd1.Y r:o ••••••,.,~:: :;r~ 99077 *
00020 E0~( A R4n EOU ~ F:i~r;4 /lnnRf,S~: 1:\_ ITCI' p~~' 90A78 *CLf.,,\J:l Lll;TEr.:F.H &. TALKF.H "'F.M Pllrrr.H~
80021 Po"Jli" A R4\<.' E(l1J !:F.:.'';4 ,..rmRfSS Hfr,I"7l~P 08079 *
o A0 22 F065 11. RSH F011 ~f,~)~, s~nI ilL P0l.L ;"!F.r: 90080A 001~ 4F CT.RA
90023 £i""S /I. li5t·l E(111 ~f..1';5 SPlt!'l P0tL ~r~("'~IT") 909BIA Don 87 DAI2 A ST.\ ~OMP Sf.T COMp TO lrfll""

90924 E0~~ A R(,~ f.0U ~~:.l"'i COMl"".:>::' r"S:;-T1W!/ j)r~ 88082A o,HA 8E 0904 A LOX LMf.M?T Gf.'f LIST. Mf~ pnINT~H
90925 ERlifi /I. Rf;", ft.)tl !"F.i1"t; PARALLF:1. P0L1. nt''"; 899B3A OAIO lOBE OA00 A LOY LRYC~T CF:T LIST. RYT~: C()I)'J7
00026 F.Afi7 A R7R E(llJ SF:ig7 T"l,ATA,1:\ HF;' 99984A 0021 A7 94 A LOOPI STAA i4, X CLEAR Mf~ LOC~TIn~
00027 F0~7 Po. R71": f.OU ~r.rti7 r"'j,b, n~7 IH'T R~"RSA O~23 3r. I> , I', " _I.
99928 * ;l"'i~"r., D;~2S 31 3r , Li':/,y -1, '{ ,....l~f"' 'I' '"" "',~ , J

N I 89029 *THEFOLLOWI"'lG ARE Drt'AC' nF:r: lC;T~:P AnnnF:S~ L~r:"Tyrwc: l;ri~A7" r'l'jl7 ,,?r. r~ ::1' ~ 1 ""I·' r •.• ·.!'l II

0 90P,38 * :" ",'~'., ')'

~0031 EP,50 A CHeO:.! EOil $~Vl5(' CH""J~~L r~~17:~0r. nr,r.
00932 FA54 A PRI CO~ ~:0lJ !:'·Ei1S" PRI()nI'ry CO"'TR01. nf:r: \1 ('p9' ".A. j'll"1V' 11.7 o~ ,. Lenp' l;TA ;~, x :"'I.f/':: ',""',' l.""("·\':'IP·,'
9A9 3 3 EA~5 A l"lTCON EQU !':F.r~5 III:7i-:nmJl''r r0I\lT~(,:r. r.r~ ~~A91/1. r:H'!3~ 3~ IF 1\ Lr7l.X -1,:': •.•.""vi=' TO "'rxT \'~ .•' 1.;"("·''''1''\'
0A034 ECl4il A /l.nOH.' EOU ~F'"..,\.. I-!lr;1I OI1!"'EH ~I"'I' pVTI7' ~909?A OrH 31 lF , LF:AY -1,V IS ':"HS LI\~" l~CA';'Ir1" {'IF' P','f;'1-'
90A 35 EA41 11. AnOLA EOil !':F':l141 en\;: onrn:n An!"rH:S~ 1"'1'1=: 00093J\ n03tl 2!i FB O~3\1 ~"'f. L::'lc;pjl IF '!(,'I', CLF:Aq ,'l',:oTl1ril
9A936 r.A42 A R'fT~'hl F:QU srrl1~ f;rr.1l O!1n~:n. ~Y'rF: r0l"'T 9A094 *
00937 E843 ~ RYTr.L> EC'U Sr.043 tOI-' OR!"EU rV1'F r')tl"''';'' 90095 *I'lI'rrALIZC; ('PIA
00038 E04C A "noH3 EOU ~F'r.(C lllGH nR:"lf,n I\"r IWTr' AP.096 *
90039 EA4D A AOOL3 EQIJ Sr.P~D L0"': OR~rl1. ,.r"'''RfSS t-YTt' 00097" DinO B"l Erli4 ~ LnA R4~ Rf;,t,~ l\T'f'lRES<:' S"'IT(,PF':~
00S4~ E04E A RYTr.1I3 ~:QU $F:V14C 'lI~rl C~I"'~n ~YT~ cnU~T A"~9~A OA3~ 87 E~f\4 A STA R4~~ PLAcr ArrRESS I~ r,Pt"
90941 F.0"lF A AYTf.L3 F;Ol) !"EOllr l~l': ()[H·H:I~(WI'''': rnlJ'~T 90099A 003C 86 ~O ~ LnA ,srn
98B42 r.056 A nCHA I N ~:OU $E.~5;; r..aT.A, CHA!N P!':f' 001AAA DB4P 87 r.a63 A STA nJ'" q~~0vr ~PI~ Rr~f'r
99943 * 081AIA 0043 R~ o~jr , LOA n~f.L rF:~t:L CEI1TAI"" ST/lT'l~
00944 *THF:FOLLOWINC ARE: PIA RfGI~·r\.:H Af"!':'nsS~ 00102A OA46 n7 E062 1\ STA Rill': FlITS rlta,.. CAUSING 11':'')
09945 *LOCI\TIONS 80103
9904~ * 99l04A 0049 8~ DA0F A LOA MAS:~ ra:-:- IRf'l 1'1A~": HYT~~
90A47 E07 I A CRA F.Ol) SE.71 COf\ITROL r'lF.r. " AAU5A OA4C 87 EA~9 1\ STA RP'" ~~T UP r,~IA IR0 ~AS~
00948 E973 A CkH EQU ~F:.'7 3 ~("I'JTROl RFC; P 90106 *
A9949 E~t7" A PRA EQU S F'~71~ PF:RI PHf,nAL :1.r.~ " gea7 *I~I·rrALI7.F: PIA
08950 EA72 A PRR E(\IJ SE,Q2 PF:F\Il-'BfRAL RF'r; l-' 001 A8 *
91951 E079 A DnA E('IlJ Sf.~7~ :)ATA I"IRF:CTION UF.r. It 0AI09A OA4F B~ .0 A Lnl\ .~~p SF.LF.CT nAT,~ nillFCTIOIIJ
99952 E072 A nDs EOU ~F:"72 DATA nlnE:CTl"'" RF':r. ~ 00110A D951 87 E07 I A STA (':IlA REG FOR A PORT
90053 * 901llA 0954 R7 E073 A STA rRR ~F:Lf.('T 00I!T R r.,A,T.A D19.
89054A 0090 ~'FF A LRYCNT fOf\ $~r'Jff ~"X ~O. LISTF.N RYTP.S 09ll 2A 0057 B6 FF A LOA ISH
99955A 0002 00FE A TBY('NT FOR $nf'FF' N-1 nr fo.J TALl< FlYTF'~ 891 I 3A 0059 87 E070 A STA OOA PORT A AS OUTPUj
000561\ D0B4 O8A0 A L~r."'PT FOB $n~ll~ Lls'rE"J N'.F'~ PlIF POI~Tt'R 99ll4A DA5C R7 EA72 A STA DOR ponT ~ AS OUTPUT
09057A 00B6 DBA0 A TMF:MPT f'I'>B $ntl;pl' TALK ""'F.!'t'lRUF pon'Trq 99ll5A o95F 86 04 A LOA 'S04
9095BA DA00 04 A RF:NON FC~ $("4 PEN LI(';HT t')N MAS~ 99llM 0961 87 EA7 I A STA CRA Sf.LF.CT Pf.RloH. Rr.C; A



PA(':f N"3 GPIA,2 .<:iA:'" GPIA1 P"~F' l1~4 GPLa.? .SA: I' :3PIA1

el'117" (li'i(,4 F7 E~7 3 A ~TB CRB Sf.LF:CT PERIPH. REG B ,~i' 1751> :):'f:'9 t; .'1 A LOA ISAI
~hqlQl\ Di'G7 8G .,. A LnA ISA~ i'I"17r;/I. ~I"'~t- 97 I:'rl511 A STA PRICON ENARLE CH e A TRA!'lSFER REQUEST
1.'f'.l1QA lli~~') Fl7 F'i717i) A STA PRA INIT e PORT A TO ZERO .'1'1 '77/4. r·i"DE ?}. 49 D1 ?Q BRA WAIT
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1',"1)") ·**~ONITOR** ,'.,' 1 ?i'll i','F.'; cr. ".J A LOA '5"7~J33 · '1'1')1,\ ''''''f~ ~~7 "' A LOOP) STA " ,x STORF: ol\TA RYTE: IN Mf.~
,~i"'!31l.'&' ('\~79 fir; M~ A P>10NIT LOA !S00 .'1' 1 r:'I /11 :"",'FA <;r: I"JCH INC. NO. TO Rf. 5TORE0
\.~." 11C)A f)1~7n p7 F:~1i\1 A STA RiJR RESF:T GPIA IRG MAS'< ,','" 1 \'1/1 ;"'1'Fti ]\'J Jf A LF:.'&'X -1,X DF.C. AnnRESS I)OINT~R
~'~13GI\ ~i'7~ ~,; Otl11f A LOA "'lASi< .1,'1 ')1,/1 '),'~r 31 1f . Lf.AY -1,Y ')ECRIf'l'IENT BYTE COUNT
:'ll137A Di~81 A7 E~'i,1 A STA RAn SET GPIA IRQ .ASK :'\'1051. '1.'Ff lc' F7 rh;lFft BNE L00P) I f NOT LAST DO ANOTI-l ER
~~ 138 · " ,11 \'1;,. l"' 1.' 1 pr;:: ni'I~'; A LOX T"'IEMPT GF;T T.'&'LK Bur Ann,
Ci~139 *CHE('K GPIA TO SEE IF ACTIVE TALKER/LISTENER "'i"197~ f'll,'t1 rlF ~i"t." A STX Ar'JD1l11 PUT IN DMAC CHANNEL
,1 I' 1 -1i~ · .,' J. "!('I.&, ,~[1'7 r.lF Ei"lIlC A STX AOOH) PUT IN n~AC CBANNEL
I1111111A rl1Pl: fc' F.A<;7. A LaOP7 LOB R,R LOAD CPlA ADD. ~TATUS " ;' 1 (l() /I f" 1 I~,. f.l f. r:.~"~, A Lnx TAYCNT GET NO. OF RYTf.5
,1,'14:?~. DI'37 C5 '4 A BITB ISA4 IS LACS SET .~;' ;,>,1 ,',. ~""1,':; AF fO( 2 A STX BYTEH •.1 PU':' IN Ofl1AC CHANNEL 1'1
" "14],/\ 0i'89 2':; IF. n0A9 BNf. LACS IF YES, 5ET UP DMAC ." ,"':!,' 1 to f111.1 HF EC'4 ~ A STX RYTEH3 PUT IN n",AC CHANNEL 3

IV I ~ii'10:1~A [l:~85 At; 01' 13 A LOA PIAIMG IF NO, •• .• "'?A ;~113 ~r, .'5 A LOA 4$1'15 SELECT UP COUNT, T5C- ~V'145" Oi~gE f\4 NhW A A.Io.lDA l.1~TOF TURN OFF LISTEN LICHT \','?l'JI\ :~llCj P7 E~');' A STA CHCON ~T~AL , & Mf~ REAr.
~h1l4r;" 01191 P,7 1::1'72 • STA PRB ~END TO FRONT PANEL " I' ?.' t." ~11'1 P '; ~ 1 A Ln • "~81 SEL~CT IRn O~ nENIl
t'1l147.A. n"',91i R7 OP 13 A STA PIAI~G UPDATE PIAIpolG \' \',."~ 11, :1l1.&, P7 F,I~CjS A STA INTCOr.,J PUT I N n"'I.~c
1~~'l"AA Dr')7 ('5 0" A BITS !S08 IS TACS SET ? ,';>,'~A r1111 R"l ~,' A LnA t$(l~ DISARLF: DATA CHAP.lINr,
~~1 0:191\ iJC'99 ?r; '5 00EA RNF. TACS IF YF.S, SET UP DpolAC ,~~:U7" lJ11F' 1)7 EI1S:'; A 5TA nCliAIN FEATURE or D~AC
~1\115~" J'~9P ~'" n!'13 A LrA PIAIMr~ IF NO, ~ ,\",'~/I L,\1 ~2 "fi .'1 , LOA , ~Al
~1"151A D~91:: RJI nrnp, A ANDA TAl.KOf TURN OFF TALK LIr.HT ,'~21'9/, ;-1:?t, !n €ii'511 A STA PRICON £'IIABU: CIf " TRA~SFEI{
~n152A Di'Jl1 p7 E"72 A STA PR8 SEND TO FRONT PAflo'F:L ,'~':::>1.'" ["127 2\' \~i~ 0l?9 BRA WAIT
~~1l))A :::>,~A'" r,7 r.~ 1) A STA PIAIMG UPDATF: PIAI •••C: ;'inl1 ·1~~1S~.A :;i'.1\7 2~ . DH n08, RnA LOOP7 TEST CPIA AnD STATUS " i':::>J ~ *:.o.·AIT LOOP - ',,'AITS FOR A T""IA Rf.(HJES1' TO OCCUR. TALK/l
I~~1 5 C) · ,'\" 21 ) · rONDITION RECOGNIZEI1 AND DMAC HAS REEN 5
C"1Sr. *~ET UP DMAC FOR LlSTE~ ROUTINE \.1"21.1 · AC.('OHDINC;[.'( ••••• 'AIT LOOP ALSO CHECKS FOR A
,H'1S7 · Il('21 S · pJ CPIA AnDRESS STATUS.
111"15BA OV'.A.9 A'; 01' 1 3 11. ~ACS LOA PlAIM., Vl\'21 :; · IF Ar'DRESSF.:1l DIfFERENTLY THAf"J IT WAS
-aii'1?9/\ Oi~AC H4 n~~B A ANDA TALKOF TURN OFF TALK LIGHT .~,? 2 1 7 · ~-lHE:N ',-JAI'r LOOP ENTERRfn AN F:1 TRAP
Il~1,:;r.A r\lAf tiA D~"C A ORA LISTON TURN ON LISTEN Llr.HT ,~~ 21 ~
J~1~1A D\lR2 87 E072 A STA PRB SEND TO fRONT PANEL ~r'lq · WILl. RE PRODUCET".
00J<;2A COB5 R7 Dr.J3 A STA PIAIMG IJP DATE PI AI pole i'{l?2,1 ·(hHIi3A DOR8 AE D~hll1 A LOX LMEJrlIPT GET LIST. START AOO ~,'2'1,6 D1,Q fir, EC'(,2 A ·••.AI'r LnA R'R lOAn CoPI" AOO. STATUS
~0!';4A DOAR AF E04i, A STX AOOHA PUT IN DMAC CHAMI'lF.l 0 i~~~22'A n12C R'l a.' A AITA IS8A IS .A BIT SET
001<;5A OeBE BF E~'C A STX ADDH) PUT IN D"'AC CHANNEL ) ~~.12'3" ;)!?F: 27 n OJ52 REO Off IF '110, GO TURN OfF OMAC
"'11':;';A D~C1 HE OAA0 A LOX LBYCNT GET NO. OF AYTE~ ~ \~?'4
'HH~7A nl"C:4 BF' EA42 A STX AYTEH0 PUT IN DMAC CHANN E L A 00225A n13" 85 ~l: A RIT.'&' 'S~4 I~ LAC~ AIT SF.T
0~1';BA D0e7 Hf EA4E A ~TX BYTEH3 PUT IN OMAC CHANN E L ) ~"22"A D11? 7.7 II ~I'5 ~E0 TACHIT IF '1.10, GO TEr:iT 'rltcs
AIU';9A DnCA 81\ .14 A LDA 'SA4 SELECT UP COUNT, Tc;C A:~2?7A [1134 H.'; OAI) A LnA PIAlMG IF YF.S, SEE IF LISTEN FLAG SET
Vl017r;A DVlCC B7 EA50 A STA CHCON STEAL, & MEM WRITE \~h12:::>P.A D117 AS '2 A PITA .S02 IS LISTF.N FLAG SET
0il'171A D~CF P.6 A1 A l.OA 1581 ~ELECT IRO ON DENO \H~2 29A 0139 2(, EE OJ 29 SSE WAIT IF YES, ALL IS 'OK' - CHECK R?
""17214. D~D1 R7 F.~55 A STA INTeON PUT IN DMAC <~~23?" :)1)H Rr, ?A A TRAP1 ~OA ;'5P~ IF NO, ALL IS NOT OK
0~173" DVJ04 RI} A0 A LnA 'S0A ~A7.3JA elJD 87 1::,'1)'" A STA PRICON TURN OFF DMAC
0AI74A DAnfi B7 E~5r, A STA OCHAIN OISABl.E nATA CHAIN FEATURE "'i'2)?A D1-1,l Sri EJ ., LnA ISEI I.QM ACC A WI'rH TRAP COOE



PAGE US GPIA2 .SA:O GPIAI rAGE i~i}r, cpr"" .sA: A GPIAI

U233A 0142 16 0098 OlEA LBRA TRAP GO TO TRAP ROUTINE CA7~lA 1!A2 AE F:04.' A wx AOOH0 GET ADO OF LAST BYTE
U234A Ol4S BS AB A TAC8IT BITA 'SOB IS TACS BIT SET Ili~292.l\ IHAS 1\7 84 A 5TA A,X GET LAST 8YTE
U23SA 0147 27 EO 0129 BPoO WAIT IF NO, GO Tf.ST ADDRESS 5T"'TU5 ~J293" 01A7 fl7 E"':;7 A 5TA R7w SENO LAST BYTE
00236A 0149 86 OSl3 A LOA PIAl Me IF 'iF-S, CHECK TALK ~"?9~J\ ;)1AA 1 '; FECC O~ 79 LRRA MONIT
00237A OUC 85 U A 8ITA 'SOl IS 'rALK FLAG SPoT IJ ~129 5 ,
U23BA DUE 26 09 012Q BNE WAIT IF YES, ALL ~ OK' V"~29S 'RECEIVE LAST BYTE ROUTINE
OA239A 0150 20 E9 OllB 8RA TRAPI IF NO, GO SET £,1 nHiPLAY .H'?97 ,
002UA 0152 B6 BB A OFF LOA '500 TURN OFF OMAC ~V129RA DlAD 81l 00 A LI LAST LOA '5AA
U241A 0154 B7 EOS4 A STA PRICON 'o111?9QA OlAF R7 E0S4 A STA PRICON TURN OFF OMAc.
U242A 0157 16 FFlF 0079 LBRA MONIT GO TO MONITOR ~1130~A C.H~2 R£ Po04~ A LOX AOOHO LOAD LAST BYTE ADDRESS IN X RE
00243 ~V13ill.1\ DlB5 At; E"~7 A LOA R7R GET LAST BYTE
00244 ,

\1~~3Vi2A DlAS A7 84 A STA o ,X STORE IT
U24S · ~k)3i':3
U246 ***XNTERRUPT ROUTINE·* CA3"4 ·U247 · ~OHS ·5£T HEMOTE ENARLE LIGHT INDICATOR
U24B · \-,e)iH, ·U249 · ~~3il7A DlAA flf; OA0R A REf'itON LOA RENON GET RENON IllASK
U2S0 ·CHECK FOR DMAC INTF.:RRUPT ~'I13\,gA nl~f) RA 0013 A ORA PIAIJl1G 'OR' WITH CURRENT STATUS
~02S1 · \'03,19" OleA ~7 0~13 A STA PIAIMG UPDATF. PIAIMG
U2S2A OISA 86 EOSO A IRO LOA CHCON LOAD DMAC CONTROL REG ;Hnl~Jt. Ole) H7 E072 A 5TA PRB
002S3A 0150 BS BO A BITA '59A IS IRO FROM OMAC iHUll ,
U2S4A 01SF 27 OF 0170 BEO GPIA IF NO, GO CHF.CK CPI" ~0312 *RESET AND SET CPI" MASK RrG
002SSA 0161 85 01 A BITA 'SAI IS OMA IN TALK ~ODE ih1313 ,
002S6A 0163 27 07 016C BEQ TRAP2 IF NO, GO TO TRAP2 ~~314A rHCfi ~,:; .1~ A RJ::SET"" LI1A _5AS
002S7A 0165 86 00 A LOA 1500 IF YF:S, l~oJ31SA nlCB ~7 EI'''''' A STA R0W RESET GPIA IRO MASK
002S8A 0167 B7 E0S4 A 5TA PRICON TURN OFF OMAC ~~31:'iA nlCB A'i oeeF A LOA NIIASK
002S9A 016A 20 31 0190 8RA TALAST GO SPoNO LAST BYTE ,,",,'317A DICE H1 EB~~ A BTA R0\\' SET GPIA IRQ MASK

IV I 00260A 016C B6 E2 A TRAP2 LOA 'SE2 LOAD ACC A l'lITH TPAP2 CODE ~031 qA 0101 3" RTI
IV 00261A 016E 20 70 OlEO BRA TRAP CO TO TRAP ROUTINE k'0319 ·U262 · .H132.' "'RESET RE"'IOTE EN~BLE LIGHT INDICATOR

00263 "'CHECK FOR GPIA INTERRUPT ~O321 ,
00264 · iHU22A D1:)2 Hfl D0tl9 A RE~OFF LOA RENOFF GET RENOFF MASK
0026SA 0170 56 E060 A GPIA LOA RAR GET GPIA IRQ BTATUB ~'J32J" 01ns 84 I1GI3 A ANOA PIAIMG TURN OFF REN BIT
00266A 0173 BS BO A BITA .5Re IS IRQ FRO_ GPIA IHt324A D1D~ 87 0~J3 A STA PIAI.-<; UPDATE PIAIMG
00267A 0175 27 11 01B8 8EO TRAP3 IF ~O, GO TO TRAP3 ROUTINF; •• 32SA DIDP. 87 r~72 A STA PR8 TURN REN OFF
0026BA 0177 B5 04 A BITA '5A4 IS CMO BIT BET IlhB2t)A D1DE ~n E6 01C.~ BRA RESETM
U269A 0179 26 11 OIBC BNE RLC IF YF:S, IS RLC SE'r iHD27 ,
00270A 0178 BS 02 A BITA ISB2 IF NO, GO TO TRAP3 ~032r. "'TRAP ROUTINE
00271A 0170 27 09 0188 8EO TRAP3 IF ~O, CO TO TRAP3 Jn29 ·U272A 017F BS U A BI RITA 'SA I IF END IS YES, IS AI 0A3 3~A 01E~ B7 EA7. A TRAP STA PRA SEND TRA~ CODE TO DISPLAY
00273A 0181 26 2A DIAD BNE LILAST IF YES, GET LAST qYTE e0331A CIE3 20 FO 01 EB BRA TRAP
00274A 01B3 B6 EB60 A LOA RAR IF NO, LOAn ROR 00332 END
0027SA 0186 20 F7 017F BRA 81 AND 'rEST RI ACAIN TOTAL ERRORS ~AA~~--00fl00
00276A 018B B6 E3 A TRAP3 LOA ISEJ LOAD ACC A WITH TRAP3 CODE TOTAL ~ARNINGS ~0~~~--0~~0~
09277A OIBA 20 54 OlEA 8RA TRAP GO TO TRAP ROUTINE
U27BA OIBC B6 E061 A RLC LOA RIR GET CPIA COMMAND STATUS
U279A OIBF 85 OB A 8ITA ISOB IS RLC BET
002BOA 0191 27 06 0199 BEO TRAP4 IF NO, GO TO TRAP4
~0281A 0193 BS 40 A BITA 1S40 IF YF:S, IS REM SET
00282A 0195 27 38 0102 BEQ REMOFF IF NO, TURN OFF REN LIGHT
002B3A 0197 20 21 OIBA BRA REMON IF YES, TURN ON REN LIGUT
002B4A 0199 B6 E4 A TRAP4 LOA '5E4 LOAn ACC A WITH TRAP4 conE
002BSA 019B 20 43 OlEA BRA TRAP GO TO TRAP ROUTINE
002B6 ,
002B7 .SENO LAST BYTE AS A TALKER
002BB ·U2B9A 0190 B6 U A TALAST LOA ISOI
U290A 019F 87 E063 A STA R3W SET feoi


